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ABSTRACT
Digital technology has become an integral aspect of an educational system. Every state university funded the creation of Information Technology Offices to secure its Management Information System. The challenge on cybersecurity threatens the intellectual capital of students especially in a research university, theft of crucial information, and financial loss. The current study is a multiple case study of cybersecurity threats and challenges of Selected Philippine State Universities and Colleges in the National Capital Region. Sample participants were purposively selected Information Technology experts from various selected State College and Universities. A structured interview as the main instrument of the study investigated threats and challenges of cybersecurity to assess active and proactive approaches to developing a model framework for security resources in respective academic institutions. Responses gathered from the interview were consolidated and analyzed through a thematic coding process. The result of the study revealed the following challenges in cybersecurity are user education, cloud security, information security strategy, and unsecured personal devices. The creation of a program logic model will provide an informed cybersecurity planning, implementation, and assessment framework to the commission on higher education in collaboration with the Department of Information and Communication Technology, and the Philippine Association of the State Colleges and Universities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cybersecurity is a constitutional issue that comprises different political players like government agencies, academic institutions, and private organizations. However, cybersecurity might affect the political practices and collaboration among nations, regions, international organizations, and private institutions [1]. This would result in differences in the implementation rules and regulations, policies, and frameworks. Moreover, developing cumulative cybersecurity is challenging due to the reasons that "cybersecurity is largely covered with privacy, over-classification, and the customary main stakeholders are in the field of national defense and intelligence agencies [2].

Cybercrime Prevention Act of 2012 under Republic Act 10175 [3] was signed into law, finally, the Supreme Court of the Philippines (SC) has finally placed down the rules of court in the issuance of warrants and related orders in the enforcement of punishable acts as provided in the law. It is being noted that the rule supplements the Rules of Criminal Procedure on the preliminary investigation where all points prosecution of
criminal action and all crimes enumerated involving violations of RA 10175 in the said with the use of information and communications technologies (ICT) are cognizable by the Regional Trial Courts (RTCs) in the country and those courts specifically designated as “cybercrime courts.”

There is already available technical expertise that implements proportionate controls to different parts of systems and networks in state universities and colleges (SUC) [4]. However, there are no definitive roles and responsibilities to effective cybersecurity that extends across the institution [5]. A precise challenge for SUCs is to develop apprised lawful assessment, financial and reputational conveyed by the various available information they have. Institutions must ruminate and develop models of risk management and assessment that are associated with research data management, policies, and practices. Venter et al. [6] suggested that measures should determine proportionate and appropriate controls that focus on protecting vulnerable information while supporting the research, the teaching and learning culture that is basic institutional concerns.

The National Cybersecurity Plan 2022 [7] cited that during the Arroyo administration in 2004 emphasized the establishment of National Cybersecurity Plan is rolled out as one of the bases for crafting the proposed information security incident response manual through the ICT office and now the newly formed Department of Information and Communications Technology. In 2015, Executive Order No. 189 created the National Cybersecurity Inter-Agency (NCIA) was signed. This very important event leads to the necessary undertaking insightful of the Philippines Vision towards a safe Philippine Cyberspace. The purpose of this endeavor is to build one direction and coordination between government agencies and other relevant sectors to collaborate in developing an agreement that addresses national response, and direct assessment and actions in preparation of appropriate and effective measures to support cybersecurity capabilities against current and future cyber threats.

Cybersecurity problem exists despite of the researchers’ recommendations of the necessity of cybersecurity protection and the availability of governmental measures, the prevalence of hacking and information threats are at stake. In this era of the Internet of Things (IoT), and the COVID-19 pandemic dictates online activities of all economic players such as the academic community, the industry, and other government-owned and private agencies. Hence, the purpose of this study is to explore cybersecurity challenges, and measures as input to the program logic model (PLM) that could aid the crafting of the updated and stricter implementing rules and regulations to defer unpredicted future consequences on economics [8], social and psychological aspect [9], and business operations [10] to cite a few. The kind of a cybersecurity program logic model (CPLM) that is tailored fit to the Philippine higher education institutions (HEI) crafted based on the lived experiences of the respective HEIs expert informants (IT officers).

The output of the study is of benefit to the Department of Information and Communication Technology-Cybersecurity Bureau, to higher education authorities like the Commission on Higher Education (CHED), Civil Service Commission, the Department of Budget and Management (DBM), and the Philippine Association of State Colleges and Universities (PASUC), to include SUCs in crafting a PLM. A standardized cybersecurity model as a basis for policy implementing rules and guidelines that protect confidential information and infrastructure thereby avoiding breaches of cyberattacks and financial losses on the part of the affected entity. Cybersecurity involves protecting information by preventing, detecting, and responding to cyberattacks. It not only stands with criminal activities dealing with computers and networks but also includes traditional crimes organized using the internet [11]. In the process of ensuring the security, integrity, confidentiality, and availability of data [12].

A comparative analysis [13] about the two African nations (Rwanda and Tunisia) to investigate the posture of governments regarding cybersecurity threats from a general perspective. Tagert [13] calls for localized strategies on cyber-defense which are appropriate to the developing countries benchmarked from the countries with well-defined cyber security mechanisms. This was because the author found out that developing countries have a high tolerance for cyber security breaches.

In the Americas, a qualitative study that assesses the national cybersecurity readiness of Jamaica recommends the adoption of international best practices [14]. In terms of incident response, Computer Emergency Response Team Coordinator Center (CERT/CC) presented cases studies of Columbia and Tunisia. A Colombia case study points out the processes of creating a national computer security incident report team (CSIRT) and summarizes lessons learned. The said learning highlights the vision of the government to support the creation of the team and coordination with the academe. Likewise, Tunisia utilizes a successful national CSIRT employing open-source tools in aid of overcoming resource restrictions. In the Latin American context, a report from OAS-Symantec [15] identifies trends, best practices guidelines for firms, and national efforts toward improving cybersecurity in every country. The national cybersecurity department according to the OAS-Symantec [15] proposed that the Latin American context has a national CSIRT, national cybersecurity governance affairs, awareness campaigns, a cybersecurity policy, a program for CIP, and international collaboration capabilities. This OAS report is purported to ensure awareness and does not address deep.
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Hasib [10], a cybersecurity expert, articulates that cybersecurity is a business strategy; consequently, wanting a governmental-wide approach to execute proficiently. Currently, cybersecurity is perceived to be a business strategy, proactive cybersecurity leaders and expert information technologists are engaging in collaborative functions in training, and mentoring, and encouraging everyone’s role to protect information leakage due to task saturation [16]. It is important that there should be a preparation to ensure a quick response for the cybersecurity attacks, a need for leadership for various security preparedness to counteract future cyber threats [17]. Many organizations promote technical training and transfer of learning to direct leadership competencies [16]. However, professional competence is not the same as organizational leadership but a leadership role in combating cyber [18].

Facing cybersecurity challenges requires individuals with a profound knowledge to detect, mitigate and respond to any cyber threats for the protection of pertinent data information. Hence, every nation has designed approaches to develop community awareness, including user education, cloud security, information security strategy, and unsecured personal devices. These challenges faced by SUCs are an opportunity to help improve its models, policies, and guidelines for securing critical infrastructure.

Since there were no plantilla positions for cybersecurity specialists in SUCs and in every agency in the government, the concerned institution created their Management Information System (MIS) unit to work and lower the fraction of cyber-attacks. One of the issues in the MIS in higher education is information security on “Big Data Analytics” [19]. The importance of informed choices for the information technologist is to consider the protection of the information-related program of the respective education sectors. Aside from a costly information breach affecting higher education, Reuter Staff, has found out that the consequence of incidents in information breach in corporate firms entails cost. Similar studies of the impact of information breaches requiring cost for security were proved by previous studies [8], [20], [21]. Cleveland [17] also included in their study on the cybersecurity framework the vulnerability to cybersecurity hacking were energy sectors, critical manufacturing, water systems, and commercial facilities.

Higher education is among those which have a higher rate of cyberattacks [22]. Every SUCs, even all the agencies in the government and private institutions must give time to communicate, inform and send out emails and text brigades to warn faculty, staff, students, and employees of any possible cyber-attack or phishing email that may be circulating. Not only has the MIS departments/unit faced the challenge of educating students, faculty, and staff about cyber-security awareness. There will be campaigns that drive students full-time to attend awareness programs that are included in the curriculum to make it successful. Al-Janabi and Shaourbaji [23] emphasized the importance of campaign awareness in combating cyber-attacks. Clientele like students, staff, and faculty, parents must recognize potential risks and dangers, and every MIS department/unit of every higher educational institution and agencies in the government must lead in educating the people with their available resources. Simple signs sometimes neglected by users that they need to be aware of indicating a phishing attempt are in misspelled words, the degree of importance or deadlines, imitated names along with false web links, and the request of personal information like usernames and passwords, account identification and credit account number [24]. Users must be watchful and mindful of the signs of a possible breach, and this will only happen if our personnel in charge in the MIS departments/unit can transcend the challenge of educating all students, staff, faculty, and all personnel.

Since the Philippines is a developing nation, it just only addresses some aspects of cybersecurity strategies and capacity building, but there were no inclusion of cyber-education for children, and no specific areas of courses that focus on cyber-teaching, and regional cybersecurity practices [25]. This provides an informed national strategic response for developing nations, especially on cybersecurity threats. The government needs to develop rigorous cyber-security guidelines and policies, to give user education training on the do’s and don’ts of user behavior, and need to enforce strict implementation [26].

Seuring and Muller [27] advised that there were areas in which developing countries find challenges crafting cyber capacity strategy. It includes institutional stability, building knowledge, legal framework, and private sector engagement. The government should consider factors like capabilities to practice said strategies at the right time when adopting best practices from other developing countries.

There were suggestions to include identifying indicators, allocation of resources, and forming a plan with sharing of responsibilities. Jansson and Solms [28] proposed a cyber-safety curriculum for children (based on films and videos) in order to train, educate and help these individuals protect their privacy on the Internet (e.g., emails, social media, and social network sites like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter). Furthermore, providing children the knowledge, information, and skills on how to defend against threats and phishing attempts has been demonstrated to be effective. In terms of cloud computing, Butler [29] introduced new information security that is at risk like social media, and mobile devices.

There are security issues in cloud security, challenges in cloud computing that have been classified into four areas consisting of access control, cloud infrastructure, network, and data security [30]. Cloud computing before it grows experiences challenges to its benefits to improve its network security while hacking and
intrusion increase. When authorized users are having access to the cloud through the internet it raises the risks for security. The cloud-computing infrastructure includes cloud service models that relate to virtualization settings, which is dangerous due to the multi-user shared environment. Data security carries the 24 hours utmost risk due to MIS departments/units storing information in a remote cloud [30]. Since there were many security challenges mentioned, MIS departments/units need to evaluate the current resource being utilized and how accurate they are to prevent data breaches.

Cloud computing which is charted from a private entity is being operated by someone who is anonymous to the customer. There is a need for a third-party provider to preserve the data in the cloud which is one of the most uncertain tasks. The cloud-computing client only wishes to trust and depend on their data security to a mysterious source data regulator. Due to this activity, there is a big opportunity for cyber-terrorist to include insiders who may be a member of the third-party vendor or a possibility of the third-party vendor compromising data security without the knowledge of the owner of the data. In relation to this, there is no clear discussion on cloud-computing data storage policy or cloud data security [31].

Cloud-computing is susceptible to cyberattacks as vast amounts of data are being deposited in the cloud along with its identities and locations and would be aware of safety compromises unless they come to know about the victimization they have gone through. Stealing passwords in the clouds are way too easy through phishing and other social engineering techniques [32]. Technically, cloud-computing is prone to insider attacks. A discontented employee having known of the account could share information with another account. The cloud-computing makes this difficult 10 times damaging since organizational access to the cloud management platform enables access to copy and sneak any simulated machine, undetected, as well as potentially obliterate the entire cloud environment in very short order [33].

The lack of standardization of cloud-computing is a huge problem. There are no standard norms or legal requirements that regulate the cloud providers, to ensure safety, ensure data storage. Because of these reasons, cloud-providers may have employed inexperienced cybersecurity to take charge and disregard its objectives to cyber-safety. There is a high risk of hiring a member of a cyber-terrorist organization or individual to provide information from them, steal and/or damage the data and even hack the critical information infrastructure in the future. Cloud computing offers a reduction of the cost of protecting information security [34]. However, the vulnerability of insider cyber-attack is at risk. One employee uses another computer, and even uses another’s external drives. Another example of a cloud-computing application that uses Duo security as two-factor authentication that protects PeopleSoft applications to ensure unified security for students, staff, and faculty in higher educational institutions. Thus proper adoption, application, and technology utilization in education plays a vital role in the protection of learning information [35].

One of the greatest challenges to information security strategy is staffing and funding, and to become effective is not to depend on technological measures, but on non-technical activities such as strict implementation and compliance with standard and correct security practices [29]. Universities and colleges are at risk for information security breaches [29]. Higher educational institutions and all types of organizations have the least secured environments in safeguarding MIS [36].

Catota, Morgan, and Sicker [37] noted that it is an advanced technology strategy to use like Scanners, Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Other researchers [11] suggested the application Firewall. Information security solutions/technologies do not offer a solution to application-level threats. Internal networks are only protected by the network firewalls. But, still vulnerable to various application threats. The reason is briefly explained along with the limitations [11]: i) Vulnerability Scanners is an automated tool and its purpose is to crawl into web applications by checking its web pages and finding the vulnerabilities in its application using the passive technique. This strategy is to generate scanned probe inputs and check their responses against these inputs for security vulnerabilities; ii) IPS is designed to detect unauthorized access of resources and prevent these resources from any unauthorized access; iii) IDS is internet-based software applications that catch unauthorized access to network systems. A signature-based detection system employs pattern-based matching algorithms for data breaches. It established malicious input against the original profile in the database in the case of the Anomaly-based systems. While data mining is a framework detection pattern that provides reports on malicious attacks through statistical techniques. Another system for IDS is ontology-based solutions used in information security. Raskin et al. [38] developed the ontology for data integrity of web resources and advocate the use of ontology for information security strategy. The perspective of information security is “illustrated the model’s assets, threats, vulnerabilities, countermeasures, and their relations” [38]. This shows that there is existing research focusing on the utilization of information security ontology that can support the ISO/IEC 27001 [11].

In the study of Cybersecurity Awareness in Higher Education [24], cybersecurity threats are not only common with computers and networks. These threats are becoming increasingly popular in gadgets specifically mobile devices. This is something that the academic community should be aware of. This setback is a need to be addressed by SUCs and in higher education in general [39]. Patten and Harris [39] implied that “Various security threats that are associated with computers are also associated with mobile devices. Nonetheless, mobile
devices pose more threats and challenges when it comes to protecting your information because your gadget and mobile phones typically store more personal data than your computer does. Moreover, smart mobile devices constantly moving in and out of Wi-Fi networks, many of which are not safe, and make stealing data easier for hackers. Another challenge with mobile device security is the amount of malware accessible and can be downloaded from the App Store for free. Malware on mobile devices is now higher than it is for PCs.”

Policy on the entry of faculty and student gadgets is implemented in some universities. In the case of bringing your own device (BYOD) in school, Raths [40] found that it would be an advantage of enhancing learning collaboration and mobility in the workplace. Further, Raths [40] pointed out that it could also give complicated issues on personal information and data leakage. In the case of the University of California, BYOD policy was implemented by information technology experts to secure the vulnerability of data attacks [41].

The theoretical framework for this study is embedded in the constructivist approach [42] on the dispersion of innovations theory. According to previous researchers [43], [44], the constructivist inquiry is consistent with qualitative methods. Qualitative research aims to understand what people believe and feel as well as how they interpret events [29], [45], [46]. Consistent theories in ICT and information security are not common, Rogers et al. [42] dispersion of innovations theory may provide a compact theoretical foundation for learning areas in this field [47]. Rogers et al. [42] theory endeavors to justify and forecast how improvements in ICT evolve over the information system that can provide awareness to prioritize enhanced pervasiveness of interconnected devices attached to the IoT and their impact on the proliferation of information security threats among SUCs. Additionally, the theory will shed light on whether the higher academic institutions employ safer information security practices that are capable of addressing data breaches.

Rogers et al. [42] diffusion of innovations theory is applicable for the purpose of this study in that it provides a means for understanding the technology adoption process. This theory may help identify perceptions of the technical, social, organizational, and other factors contributing to the high number of information security incidents in higher education. Secondly, the theory may explore security features contributory to adopting the technologies and practices in the respective higher institutions.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The current research utilized a multiple case study that is highly qualitative in nature. The study explored cybersecurity threats and challenges among SUCs being the current subject of malicious online threats on crucial information data stored in a digital system. Expert informants (IT officers) were purposively selected. These IT Officers have hands-on experience with potential cybersecurity threats. They are those who are active and pro-active to develop information security resources in their respective institutions as Table 1.

Table 1. Expert informants from selected higher educations in the Philippines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of SUC</th>
<th>No. of cybersecurity informants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Philippine Normal University (PNU)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Eulogio “Amang” Amang Rodriguez Institute of Science and Technology (EARIST)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Marikina Polytechnic College (MPC)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Philippine State College of Aeronautics (PhilSCA)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Polytechnic University of the Philippines (PUP)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Rizal Technological University (RTU)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Technological University of the Philippines (TUP)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of informants</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The validated semi-structured survey interview instrument with open-ended questions was used to solicit participants’ or expert informants’ in-depth descriptions about their lived experiences. The interviews will follow the seven stages of interview investigation as depicted by Brinkmann and Kvale [48]: thematizing, designing, interviewing, transcribing, analyzing, verifying, and reporting. Thematizing involves clarifying the overall purpose of the investigation. A sort of data validation from the interview with the IT officers were also validated through a triangulation method utilizing the transcribed interview responses, from the literature readings, and gathered data reports [49].

For the seven-cybersecurity informant in the SUCs, the questionnaire was made in phases. There was an individual discussion during the interview with naturalistic observation procedures of the phenomenon under investigation [43]. Naturalistic observation entails participants in their normal setting without any manipulation or stimulation on the part of the researcher [44].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Without proper education and adequate knowledge, understanding, comprehension, and skill, users tend to be hesitant and intimidated to use and adopt these new strategies. The conduct of seminars, forums, training, and orientation is the best way to educate users in their individual institutions. Specialized training, certifications, and further studies are needed for the information security officers to become more confident in giving correct and mindful Information. Through this kind of program, vulnerability will be lessened because of a lack of information to the user. There will be a low level of incidence for the older faculty to share or give their username and passwords that assist them in the encoding of grades. The two participating colleges will commence their target of establishing their MIS unit and make the proposed programs into action. Another participating college also mentioned that information about the use of free Wi-Fi is only given to IT students only but further suggested that it must be carried out to all members of the community.

According to the expert informants, every user has allotted space for cloud-based emails such as Gmail that helps reduce information security threats and support costs [8]. On the other hand, another informant mentioned that having email hosted offsite, takes some of the burdens and risk-off their services and systems. A supplement firewall protection with IDS and client end-point security against malware, worms, and viruses. According to Panko [50], firewalls that filter traffic based on static rules, IDSs work by inspecting traffic for known signature patterns or anomalies differing from normal patterns. Also mentioned in the investigation was to include a cloud computing establishment for the MIS unit. However, it was found out that cloud computing was not a priority because it is costly [8]. One of the expert informants said:

"Procurement of IT equipment in the government agencies, state universities, and colleges are done through public bidding as set by bids and awards committee. Moreover, some of them were packaged with free software and training. Certifications are needed but because of limited budget and high cost, it is not being prioritized by the management. The need for access to security equipment is necessary to support such initiatives that were reported to be very expensive. The reason that participating SUCs found to have no support for training leading to cybersecurity certifications. Informants indicated that they have not even considered such initiative for security."

Expert informants elucidated that their institution has an external network connected to the internet. Traffic from the internet and external systems are blocked from reaching internal systems with the use of their firewall. According to them, external network routers are connected to the internet. Internal and external systems controls are blocked by firewalls to protect the internal systems. According to the participants, external systems are equipped with firewalls to support the internal system without accessing the internal systems and other public computer devices. The participants also mentioned that authentications and registration methods work to counter malicious attacks, prevent hackers from entering the database system, use logs as signals for a security breach. As suggested by the informants, Hayes et al. [51] and Morrison et al. [52] logic model has proven to be a successful tool for program planning as well as implementation and performance management in numerous fields, including primary care. It is an efficient tool that requires little resources other than personnel time [53].

Logic model according to Bienkowski [54] is related to data mining and analytics. It requires human interventions for patterns of data protections, designs for best application tools, and ensures safety features of information access. McCawley [55] depicts the logic model process as a tool that has been used for more than 20 years by program managers and evaluators to describe the effectiveness of their programs. The logic model illustrates a sequence of cause-and-effect relationships, a system approach to communicate the path towards the desired result [55]. Many evaluation experts agree that the use of the logic model is an effective way to ensure program success [56]. Using a logic model to ensure program success helps develop systematic program management, planning, and evaluation of functions and control mechanisms. While cybersecurity is becoming a greater issue this time of pandemic the IoT and the pandemic brought about by the COVID-19, informants described some less serious incidents. According to one informant:

"Due to limited information and awareness of the workers who all use the same generic login that other staff use a.k.a “default username and password”, there was one administrative staff in the registrar’s office who somehow realized that her account was being accessed by unknown user who try to gain access and disrupt her functions of using her own account. While this was not the result of a malicious attack or breach, the person in-charge still notified the affected user that her personal username and password has been exposed or attempted accessed, the informant explained."

---
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Moreover, IT directors automatically shut down external systems upon detection of unauthorized access from outside networks that are attempting to access the external systems. Attempts of a system breach, defacement of websites, cyberbullying, and hacking of social media accounts were the most common experiences by the participating selected SUCs. According to Luo and Liao [57], the most common types of cybersecurity information threats involve malware, DDos, script kiddies, pop-ups, phishing accounting for 64.9% of attacks. The internet and email have provided an auspicious location for the increase of self-replicating nasty programs such as worms, malware, Trojan horses, and viruses [58].

Among the seven participating SUCs, there are only two SUCs that have the infrastructures, technology, and software. Installation of firewall, client endpoint, and antivirus were among the preparations being made to support, maintain the smooth business operations of these institutions. However, there is one college that has minimal preparation because the system employed is in local mode and there were plans to upload them online. Nonetheless, the two participating colleges have no definite infrastructures, technology, and software and are planning status to establish and implement their own MIS that will handle the operations, maintenance support, and backup of important information and data.

There were numerous attempts of a system breach, defacement of websites 24 hours a day seven days a week and according to one participating state university they handled an average of 25 direct denial of service or what we call DDos but because of their continued upgrading of system maintenance and strict monitoring they are eliminating such threats to the lowest level. There was a mention also of cybersecurity using hack accounts by sending lued messages, pictures, and videos to the connected friend’s list of users. Expert informants also mentioned their experiences of pop-ups, script kiddies, and BOT hacking tools that are trying to penetrate their defenses wall and intrude on their data. Excerpt of the interview from one informant IT director:

“Cybersecurity threats are just like a balloon that if you try to fill in more water on it the bigger it gets and that is data critical information. Hackers/activists, cyber-criminals, and other cyber terroristic activity were trying to blow up to get the information they wanted. At first, they use needles to make a hole and then penetrate not only once but hundreds, thousands, or even a million times. Despite that we try to cover those pinned needles using practical ways by covering using our hands, however, there was a limitation to that so other methods like inserting tape or putting bubble gum will cover and that data will not be exposed. Those kinds of judgment emerge only through experiences, by attending seminars, training, workshops, and coping up with new trends and upgrades that are badly needed to maintain the validity and efficiency of data.”

SUCs have been experiencing the threats since their data or information were being uploaded online. However, the two participating SUCs rarely underwent this type of activity and one participating college never experienced that there were threats since the informants do not have full access to data or information of their institution. Hence, three of the SUCs that outsourced external enrollment system providers mentioned that there was no information of threats or incidence occurring which disclosed information about their institutions.

The consensus among all the participants or the expert informants was that internal information system users recorded by far on the prevalent threats to SUCs. It was explained that hackers were not that big of a threat, since every activity being done by internal or external users was being monitored through logs in the database system. On the other hand, 85% of internal users account for the overwhelming majority of security problems.

Another way of possible threat to information security is by using share accounts or passwords. Some administrators and employees shared passwords with their colleagues whom they trusted, and sometimes among student assistants of the unit who assist them in the encoding of grades. Also mentioned was the average of 25 attempts of website defacement, but, since they are monitored there is no success on it.

This study involved an embedded multiple case study imperatively to enhance understanding the issues encompassing cybersecurity threats, challenges, and strategies among higher educational institutions from the perspectives of the participating state universities and colleges IT experts [42]. Due to the limited availability of relevant data on cybersecurity among SUCs, this study was purely exploratory in nature [59] in symmetry to disclose in-depth information about the topic [60], [61]. Also, this non-experimental study examined the threats, challenges, incidence, practices, and advanced strategies in relation to cybersecurity among selected SUCs as perceived and described by the IT expert participants.

In the current study, it appears that there is a gap in the literature identifying and understanding the cybersecurity threats and challenges among selected SUCs. The findings in this research study suggest that none of the SUCs have a position dedicated to cybersecurity or information security, instead of IT faculty or personnel who are teaching information security-related courses, or programmer and with other secondary
responsibilities such as internal information system users, designated end-user as member of Bids and Awards Committee, network and server administration. This is consistent with previous study [8], that internal information user poses a prevalent threat to institutions. Employee non-observance to information security policies poses a drawback to threats, challenges, and incidence [62].

Nevertheless, the findings of this indicated that there is an incident unique to selected SUCs because their individual mandate, vision, mission, and objectives are not necessarily consistent with much of the literature. Malicious hacking attacks on information breaches are usually caused by human error. Furthermore, Garrison and Ncube [63] stated that “insider incidents or those carried out internally are less frequent than those initiated externally.”

The result of this study illustrates the readiness of participating SUCs that installation of firewall, client-endpoint security, and antivirus helped, prevent in protecting these institutions. The attempts of system breach [63], [64], defacement of websites [65], cyberbullying, and hacking of social media accounts [66] was one concern of security incidents among SUCs. Whereas there is certain literature suggesting that hackers are the primary threat to information security systems. Lou and Liao [57] as well as Myyry et al. [62] the apparent risk of hacking appears to be minimal at other participating colleges due to no internet connection and out-sourcing of enrollment systems. Luo and Liao [57] further suggested that firewalls, virtual private networks (VPNs), and access controls are used in response to cybersecurity information threats.

Information channels usually targeted by the cybercriminals were the enrollment system, through access in printer and server and software. Interconnected devices become gradually persistent and formidable in the propagation of infection of malware, autorun universal serial bus (USB) virus, worms, and Trojan viruses [67]. The unauthorized access of students using faculty accounts, account ID does not have passwords, and defacement of websites were common incidences encountered by the participating state universities. The expert informants identified the vulnerabilities of the following critical information of their respective academic institutions. The detail of the threats and problems is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characterization</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cybersecurity of information</td>
<td>- Creation of a unique cryptographic algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Protection from cyber-threats, malware and virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Security of local and wide area network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Security of gadgets and cellphones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Security in social media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Measures to deter threat in accessing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Illegal act of accessing computer network systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Prevention from intruders to access databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Readiness</td>
<td>- Installation of firewall, client end point and anti-virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Very minimal because systems are not online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- No internet accesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- No issues, not hook online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Outsourcing of enrollment system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Threats</td>
<td>- Attempts of system breach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Defacement of websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Cyberbullying in social media using other accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Hacking of accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Pop ups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Script-kiddies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Bot hacking tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Frequency</td>
<td>- Every time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Incidence</td>
<td>- Unauthorized access of students using faculty accounts defacement of websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Account id does not have passwords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- No issues, use local accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- No internet access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Channels</td>
<td>- Printer and server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Enrollment system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Infection</td>
<td>- Software’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Malware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Autorun USB virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Worms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Virus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of this study supported the argument of Hasib [10] that cybersecurity affects business operations in bugging down of connections, alteration of data, and disruption of business operation among financial and administrative functions such as accounting, cashier, admission, and registrar is considered critical. According to Panko [50], internal users can pose a serious threat and cause widespread harm because...
these individuals may have access to systems or have extensive knowledge about how the system works. Insiders may be familiar with the policies, procedures, and applications used for protecting information systems in the organizations. This may allow firsthand knowledge about the organization’s information systems flows, procedures, and activities in networks or systems, allowing insiders to bypass security measures designed to prevent unauthorized access [68].

The diffusion of innovations framework [42] may help provide insights into the understanding of the cybersecurity information strategies but may not be enough to prevent further incidents. The study suggested that observed comparative study, best practices influence acceptance of the security management strategies and cybersecurity information protection. However, the prevalence of cybersecurity breaches experienced by those higher institutions and other government agencies paved the way for the academic institutions to protect their respective information databases which could lead to more damaging results on the lost physical drive files like financial records, enrolment databases, research results, and damage to institutions websites. The results of this study support the assertion that relative advantage, uniqueness, compatibility, trialability, and observability, are positively related to adoption rates, while complexity is negatively related to adoption [42]. Moreover, Rogers et al. [42] diffusion of innovations the framework may help provide awareness into what may be impeding ideal advanced cybersecurity strategies. In addition, difficulties, and intricacies of cybersecurity guidelines, not present or roadmap relating to information security strategies may also be an impending role. For instance, efforts of the selected SUCs do not show characteristics of strong compatibility on cybersecurity norms, practices, and culture, the need to adopt successful mitigation practices, or a framework that other higher educations and government institutions are using.

Various proposed cybersecurity has been initiated in the HEIs as cited in the literature and the responses gathered from the study expert informants but none of which are able to put in place a roadmap to mitigate cybersecurity threats. It is for this reason that researchers find it a high time to propose the PLM as presented in Figure 1. It is crucial in aid of protecting the critical information by sustaining the value of the effort, talent, time, and cost that our higher education authorities have invested to keep us, and the future generation informed of the foundations of the body knowledge that made us who we are today.

![Figure 1. HEIs cybersecurity program logic model](image-url)
4. CONCLUSION

Overall, the findings of the study revealed that cybersecurity, readiness, threats, frequency, incidence, channels, and infection are the indications of a cybersecurity breach. Hence, a PLM of the current study is framed from the prior theories, literature, and the current experiences of the expert informants. It has the aim of addressing the prevalence of cybercrimes in the Philippine Higher Education System.

The researchers recommended that educational institutions should prioritize the necessity of information protection. Insights of the researchers and the current study result would likewise update every one of the vulnerabilities of the retained online information especially that we are now in the age of the IoT and the current situation of the COVID-19 pandemic which heightened the need of online activities. In contribution to the body of knowledge, this research can be utilized by other investigators on academic-related cyber infringement.
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